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BEGINNING In the beginning there is always darkness.

The light makes us see things. We can go to things and grasp them 

because we can measure distances with light. The light makes the 

colours and the shadow.

But everything disappears before our eyes in the darkness, even the 

measurement.

The world appears differently in the darkness. Things become 

unrecognisable. 

These lines are from the essay-film “Light, Wind and Memories make a Consistence” I recently 

completed. The first line “In the beginning there is always darkness” introduces the uncertainty of the 

real and the question of recognising and making sense.

The film tells in fragmentary images how reality, fiction, my personal memories and human references 

to nature can be linked. The essayistic narrative, placed as a voiceover over the images, connects the 

images with thoughts and questions. 

Starting from my own memories of how as a child I tried to escape reality through fiction, I try to 

identify and seek out an unknown space that I suspect to be at the interface of fiction and reality. The 

film leads the viewer into darkness, into ignorance, into nothingness, in order to find a space that 

offers the possibilities to think differently about image viewing and recording, a space where images 

appear, but the context to those images we have to create ourselves. 

ABSTRACT

In this thesis, the essay text of my film "Light, Wind and Memories make a Consistence" is transformed 

into an artistic object. I substantiate the thoughts in the essay with theories about fiction, reality, 

nature, fragments, dreams and nothingness. 

The fragment in particular is not only a subject in this work it is also a means that helps me to 

interconnect the aforementioned terms with each other in a fragmentary way to illuminate the 

essential aspects in order to assert and support my thoughts. 

In this thesis I would like to follow the questions that I am invoking in the essay such as: Why should 

we look for a space of darkness and how is it connected to making art? Why do I suspect an unknown 

space at the interface of reality and fiction? And why do I want to look for it? Is there a lack of such a 

space in our times?
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2nd BEGINNING 

As an artist, I myself am always the source of my art. Just as the world is complex, I am also a complex 

world of experiences, memories, learnings, thoughts, sensations and feelings. Just as things in the world 

are not easy to explain, so do I not understand myself completely. The world and I remain mysterious. 

But the mysterious is perhaps already the answer. Mysteries are the stimuli to constantly move 

spiritually and physically. It is probably also the reason why there are so many crime stories. 

I am also a mystery to myself and that seems to connect me somehow with the world. What can art 

be if not riddles? 

Understanding and knowledge have become a powerful cultural consumerist commodity in the 

present times. But it is important to see reality as multilayered and fragmented in order to keep our 

possibilities alive and to strive against the political tendencies of reduction and making our reality one-

dimensional.

There is a desire for the mysterious. But the mystery productions of crime fiction and template 

stories are connected with a resolution and an explanation of the secrets. Most answers deny and 

replace the ambiguous and mysterious reality. Why not stay in the enigmatic? Answers that contain the 

mystery in question let us penetrate deeper into the mystery and get closer to something real. 

Questions move more than answers. 

However, if we are to accept our reality as simply layered, stripped of dreams and fantasies we become 

vulnerable and almost ready to submit, to allow others to decide for us and to govern us. To access a 

more multi-layered view of reality it is essential that we can justify our feelings with references to 

other realities we experienced and store those experiences in our living archives.

In my work I don't want to ask the question ‘why art’, but I want to invent a ‘what is it, what I see’ and 

then realise ‘what it does to me’.  A "Gedanken- and emotional experiment”  you could say. An 1

attempt to make it possible for thoughts to be experienced, to shift questions and answers to another 

level and to trigger a movement of recognition.

In an earlier thesis of mine I identified humour as an enigma agent that conveys truths without 

manifesting them. I showed how humour offers reality a way of thinking that goes beyond the frames 

of reference. Its nourishment is contradictions. Humour is the bridge to the human need to connect 

with the ambiguous world.

Similarly, the world is dark and bright, ugly and beautiful. My personal confrontations with the 

contradictions in this world make it necessary for me to enable a common existence. The means of 

humour and art are suitable for this because they can surpass the contradiction and not simply wipe 

away one side or the other. 

 Gedankenexperiment is a term from the German language and means an experiment on thoughts1
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REALITY / FICTION As a child I often sat in front of the TV and was immersed in the stories of the 

movies. 

It fascinated me that I could completely forget my reality and be somewhere else, 

even if only for short time. 

I thought it was a great invention to be able to create realities that tell of other 

realities as if they were real.

A kind of magic power with which you can escape your own present life. 

Something that for me only dreaming can do, only that in dreaming the pictures 

follow each other seemingly irrationally and also seemingly senselessly.

Can you follow me?

Stories work the best when they make sense, when they give us the feeling of a 

reality, following an inner logic that can be trusted.

Is that the magic power I was so excited about?

With the images of my memories I tell a story.

In films, fiction happens through images that are presented to the eye.

Reality and fiction are usually regarded in opposition to each other, and the claim to truth is 

the main focus in order to keep reality and fiction apart. I would like to deconstruct this view and 

create a movement between both poles, which might reveal a more complex idea of truth because it 

follows our own world of perception.

Films fascinate us above all because of the movement they illude. The movement is caused by a gaze 

movement from the point of view of the camera. Like a body movement, the movement of the images 

points to something that can be brought into a narrative structure, something that is chronological and 

causal. This way, fiction causes something to be experienced as real and true even though it is not 

really true. Therefore films possess the peculiarity of the as-if. 2

In Vilém Flusser's "Our Images" and "In the Universe of Technological Images" I find explanations of 

how the magical appears in relation to reality and images.

“For imageconsciousness the world is a context of scenes: it is experienced and known via bi-

dimensional mediations or surfaces. For textual-consciousness the world is a context of processes: it is 

experienced and known via the mediation of lines. For the consciousness structured by images, reality is a 

situation: it imposes the relation between its elements. This consciousness is magical. ” 3

  Josef Früchtl, Vertrauen in die Welt (München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2013), page 252

  Vílem Flusser, “Our images”, page 2: http://www.flusserstudies.net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/files/media/attachments/flusser-3

our-images.pdf

http://www.flusserstudies.net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/files/media/attachments/flusser-our-images.pdf
http://www.flusserstudies.net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/files/media/attachments/flusser-our-images.pdf
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What is generally understood by something as magical?

The Cambridge dictionary offers explanations such as the following: 

• beautiful or delightful in a way that seems removed from everyday life 

• produced by or as-if by magic

• used for describing something with a special and exciting quality

• relating to, or having special powers to make things happen that would usually be 

impossible

• having a special, exciting quality that makes something or someone different and better than others

• extremely or extraordinarily pleasant, enjoyable, or exciting 4

In the case of my childhood, the films magically made my world better and more pleasant. Has my 

world changed into a multi-dimensional world? The imagination of other worlds alone added to my 

world many other variants and thus other meanings.

“[...] since images are two-dimensional, the representations in them form a circle, that is, one draws its 

meaning from the other, which in turn lends its meaning to the next. Such a relationship of exchangeable 

meanings is magical. Grasping and changing the environment through images is magical action.” , so Vilém 5

Flusser.

Reality is based on appearance. According to Kant, through the things themselves and our view 

of space and time, using our thought structures, we can form concepts and consciously let reality 

emerge. Reality is in a space-time structure with appearances that we can recognise through our 

thinking.6

We can therefore point out a common feature of reality and fiction. They both belong to a space-time 

structure and their components consist of fragments that appear through imagery and visual language 

that we can recognise through our thinking and our body.

Josef Früchtl, a contemporary Swiss philosopher, reflects on this in his book “Trust in the World - 

Philosophy of Film”. 

“Just as perception, cognition and language cut out moments in space, so to speak, and then revive them 

through projections onto the axis of time, the film projection apparatus sets the still images and photograms in 

motion. The film thus repeats a natural illusion and is thus analogous to consciousness.” 7

  https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/magical, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/magical4

  Vilém Flusser, “Into the Universe of Technical Images”, page 8-9, Sept. 1st,2019. http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/flusser-into-5

the-universe-of-technical-images-excerpts.pdf

 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Realität6

  Josef Früchtl, Vertrauen in die Welt (München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2013), page 45, “Wie die Wahrnehmung, die Erkenntnis und die 7

Sprache Momente im Raum sozusagen herausschneiden, um sie dann durch Projektionen auf die Achse der Zeit wieder zu beleben, 
bringt der Filmprojektionsapparat die unbewegten Bilder, Fotogramme in Bewegung. Der Film wiederholt demnach eine ´natürliche` 
Illusion und steht insofern in Analogie zum Bewusstsein.”

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Realit%C3%A4t
http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/flusser-into-the-universe-of-technical-images-excerpts.pdf
http://cmuems.com/excap/readings/flusser-into-the-universe-of-technical-images-excerpts.pdf
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/magical
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If there is a distinction between reality and fiction, can it be said that it is the distinction between 

immediacy and distance? In the sense that reality is perceived as something immediate and fiction 

allows a distance from the experience we perceive? 

As Josef Früchtl writes: “The film forces the spectators to look. You have to follow it or […] you 'get 

out', in an act of freedom [...], which you enter as a spectator with a film, as with any work of art. What the 

viewer perceives (sees, hears and physically feels) is constantly changing.”8

This ‘act of freedom’ is not easy in reality. When a strange person looks directly into my eyes, then I 

have an immediate reaction in my body. Probably I want to understand if there is something about me. 

The eyes of a character looking at me in a movie don't make me feel uncomfortable and self-conscious 

because I know it is an illusion and not about me.

“Every human being behaves immediately and distantly towards his surroundings as well as towards 

himself at the same time. By immediacy we mean direct participation, experiencing, identification, empathy, 

involvement in an event, active participation, direct participation. By distance we mean the unbiasedness towards 

the event or the behaviour [...], primarily the unbiasedness of judgement.” , to find in Gerhard Branstner´s 9

study on “Art of Humour – Humour of Art”

If following this thought, one could say that it is in the immediacy where we can find the components 

that initiate movements and sensitisation. The distance enables an untroubled openness which one 

must also have towards the mysterious.

I have repeatedly thematised the relationship between fiction and reality or made it a method 

of my work. In "Moon Stories", for example, the moon is taken from fictional stories of films in order 

to fictitiously transform it back into a real thing using the medium of art. What interests me about this 

method is the transition of perception and the questions it raises. The means of fiction in art go along 

the relevance of identifying what we see as real and how it initiates our thinking.

I would like to include Pierre Hyughe's 2014 work of art and connect it with questions that ask after 

the experience we make through images. The video work is titled “Untitled (human mask)” and is 

described as followed by the MET Museum:

  Josef Früchtl, Vertrauen in die Welt (München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2013), page 49, “Der Film zwingt den Zuschauern einen Blick. 8

[...]. Man muss ihr folgen oder man 'steigt aus', in einem Akt der Freiheit […], den man als Zuschauer mit einem Film, wie mit jedem 
Kunstwerk, eingeht. Was der Zuschauer wahrnimmt (sieht, hört und körperlich empfindet), ist permanent in Veränderung.”

  Gerhard Branstner, Kunst des Humors-Humor der Kunst (Halle-Leipzig, Mitteldeutscher Verlag, 1980) page 53, “Jeder Mensch verhält 9

sich sowohl gegenüber seiner Umgebung als auch sich selber gegenüber unmittelbar und distanziert zugleich. Dabei verstehen wir 
unter Unmittelbarkeit die direkte Anteilnahme, das Miterleben, die Identifizierung, Einfühlung, das Einschalten in ein Geschehen, die 
aktive Mitwirkung, direkte Beteiligung. Unter Distanz verstehen wir die Unbefangenheit gegenüber dem Geschehen oder dem 
Verhalten (…), vornehmlich die Unbefangenheit des Urteils.”
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“This film was inspired by a real situation. It opens with a pan of a deserted streetscape near Fukushima, 

Japan, which was devastated by natural and man-made disaster in 2011. Amid the ruin, the camera enters an 

abandoned restaurant and finds what appears to be the only survivor: a monkey adorned with a mask and 

costume of a young girl. This attire is similar to that in which her owners dress her to work in their sake house. 

Automaton-like and alone in this dystopian setting, she continues to carry out her duties—tasks she learned by 

watching and mimicking the restaurant’s staff. Seemingly trapped in her repetitive role, she now works for 

herself alone.” 10

This work contains many aspects with which you can open different contexts, but I would like to 

emphasise the aesthetic experience that lies in the contemplation. For me there is a tension in the 

transition from reality to fiction in the sense that the question of evidence does not offer a clear 

answer. The images are documentary, this information is an essential part of the work as a text layer. 

This level alone gives me the evidence of reality. If one were to see the images without an explanation, 

the evidence would disappear at the level of fiction. In this tension lies an experience that alternates 

between immediacy and distance. That allows us to witness a space between fiction and reality, a space 

in which aesthetic sensuality is confronted with hard reality or vice versa. The perception remains 

inexplicable or mysterious. 

"Aesthetic experiences, initiated above all by art, are evident experiences of a connection between (the 

things, living beings, events) of the world and the ego, which makes this experience, or [...] to which these 

experiences happen. […] Evidence is a feeling of immediacy based on a dynamic of mediation, a movement that 

plays in between our dimensions of experience [...]". , Josef Früchtl.11

With the knowledge of the reality of this situation, my feelings about this event change. In my head the 

idea that I am only experiencing fiction wants to sneak in again and again, simply because of the 

medium of film. It plays a role that I am a media- and image-experiencer.

We know about the technical possibilities of image generation and have made an abundance of 

generated image experiences. The fact that this experience is now on the real level makes my world of 

experience vibrate. Above all, the ambivalence of distance and immediacy is resonating here. 

“The magic of immediacy, the mysteries of which always include the de-conceptualisation of its 

communication, has lost none of its power of fascination until the aesthetic debates of the present day, and - in 

connection with questions of authenticity - is often perceived as an anarchistic counter-power to the existing 

  https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/684796 10

 https://vimeo.com/210903055

  Josef Früchtl, Vertrauen in die Welt (München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2013), page 12, “Ästhetische, vor allem durch die Kunst 11

angestoßene Erfahrungen sind evidente Erfahrungen einer Verbindung zwischen (den Dingen, Lebewesen, Ereignissen) der Welt und 
dem Ich, das diese Erfahrung macht, oder (..) dem diese Erfahrungen widerfahren. (…) Evidenz ist ein Gefühl von Unmittelbarkeit, 
das auf einer Vermittlungsdynamik beruht, auf einer Bewegung, die sich zwischen unseren Erfahrungsdimensionen einspielt (…).”

https://vimeo.com/210903055
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and pioneer of the utopia of a non-alienated reality.” 12

This ambivalence of distance and immediacy also conceals a relationship between objectivity and 

subjectivity. The question of reality cannot be answered with objectivity, nor can the question of fiction 

be answered with subjectivity. What lies in between the objective and the subjective, according to 

Kant's aesthetics, is beauty. This connection comes from an essay that impressed me with its very 

interesting relations about  „Thoughts on Beauty“ by Guðbjörg R. Jóhannesdóttir. 13

„Beauty is subjective; it is a personal, emotional and often deeply affecting experience that touches our 

soul in a very profound way. But it is also objective, for there are certainly objects “out there” in the real world 

that are prone to invoking the subjective experience detailed above.“ 14

With the means of fiction and art a simultaneity of distance and immediacy can be created. This state 

allows an openness towards experience and meaning.

„[…] and the true meaning of reality can be found in the interplay between subjectivity and objectivity; 

between us and reality – or the coexistence we perpetually share with others. Experiencing beauty thus reveals 

the unbreakable and manifold bonds we share with the each other and the planet we inhabit.” , so Guðbjörg R. 15

Jóhannesdóttir.

When entering the space between reality and fiction, the interplay of their contradictions seems to be 

able to approach a phenomenon that humanity has always considered accompanied as something 

mysterious: beauty. 

  Metzler Lexikon Ästhetik: Kunst, Medien, Design und Alltag (Stuttgart: Carl Ernst Poeschel Verlag, 2006), page 87,“Der Zauber der 12

Unmittelbarkeit, zu deren Mysterien immer auch die Entbegrifflichung ihrer Mitteilung gehört, hat bis in die ästhetischen Debatten der 
Gegenwart nichts an Faszinationskraft eingebüßt und wird-im Zusammenhang mit Fragen der Authentizität-oft als anarchistische 
Gegenmacht zum Bestehenden und Wegbereiter der Utopie einer nicht-entfremdeten Wirklichkeit aufgefasst.”

  Jóhannesdóttir, Guðbjörg R. “Thoughts on  Beauty”, page 3. Nov. 1St,2019. https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-13

gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en

  Jóhannesdóttir, Guðbjörg R. “Thoughts on  Beauty”, page 3.14

 Jóhannesdóttir, Guðbjörg R. “Thoughts on  Beauty”, page 8. 15

https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en
https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en
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NATURE / HUMAN The landscape of the stone desert in Iceland moves me, it reflects for me the power of 

life.

In this harsh environment it's simply wonderful to see that life arises, grows and exists 

there too. Small delicate flowers that cling to stones because the earth underneath is so 

soft. Insects that live in the plants and birds. All resist the wind and the cold. 

It touches me to see so much in all the endless nothingness of the stone desert. 

But what do I see? Do I see nature or do I project my feelings into this 

landscape?

I make the animals, the flowers, the stones into aspects of myself. I put my feelings of 

loneliness, melancholy, openness, compassion and sadness into this landscape, which I make 

into a picture. So to a fiction?

I would rather say that I feel empathic in nature and with nature. 

What does it mean to experience myself empathically in nature and with nature? 

Empathy requires self-perception, which in turn requires openness to my own emotions. 

If I am open to nature, am I also open to a freedom of making sense?

Nature or landscapes are also considered beautiful or sometimes even magical. Such a moment 

can be described in a perception of the inexplainable. When I am in nature I experience a sensation of 

immediate closeness towards nature. At the same time I have a feeling of opening up in nature. It 

seems as if the interplay of immediacy and distance is a purely natural process. 

„[…] the moment of beauty begins when your senses are captured; when your entire existence is 

captivated by your sensory input, all divisions are erased and you experience yourself as a relational being. You 

are open to receive meaning, rather than projecting your own meaning on to what is being perceived.“ ,  so 16

Guðbjörg R. Jóhannesdóttir.

If the interplay of immediacy and distance opens us to an experience of empathic relationships 

recognisable in and with nature, then this interplay resembles the interaction between objectivity and 

subjectivity that helps beauty to be perceived.

But what stops us from seeking openness in nature and in ourselves?

In the 13th century the English philosopher Roger Bacon named four offendicula (obstacles) that block 

our path to true nature recognition: 1. respect for authorities, 2. habit, 3. dependence on the 

marketable opinions of the crowd, and 4. unteachability of our natural senses. 17

It seems to me as if no time has passed; after eight centuries we know much more about nature and 

its laws, but we still don't seem to recognise nature.

 Jóhannesdóttir, Guðbjörg R. “Thoughts on  Beauty”, page 5. Nov. 1St,2019. https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-16

gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en

  https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roger_Bacon17

https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en
https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en
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“Nature is always producing, and lives in the diversity of parts. These can create different shapes through 

manifold connections. Thus the new becomes old, and the old becomes new”. 18

The spaces that nature inhabits within its contrasts are so diverse. Perhaps the gap between man and 

nature is only one of these natural spaces, but we no longer see the revealing contradiction because 

we have become one of the opposites.

“The time of the historical, when the human would bend towards nature and read its secrets, is over. 

Instead, we must acknowledge that our image culture has come to dominate our idea of the real, and that 

where traditionally the image was likened to a mirror of what exists, the technical image is now a projection 

onto the world.[...]

The indexical relation of an ´outside´existence to its visual reproduction is destablished. Instead of the finger 

pointing from reality towards us through our use of media we point, through our image culture, towards the 

outside. We can no longer read or make sense of our world without these projections; they are our real source 

of meaning.” , so Fröydi Laszlo in the essay “Place and World: The Photographs of Bryndís Snaebjörnsdóttir and 19

Mark Wilson as Environmental Photography”. It is here that she also refers to Vilém Flusser ´s “Into the 

Universe of Technical Images”.

Following a definition on nature films: A natural history film or wildlife film is a 

documentary film about animals, plants, or other non-human living creatures, usually 

concentrating on film taken in their natural habitat.

Why can't we call a documentary about people a nature film? 

Do we humans no longer have a natural habitat? 

What is our relationship to nature? 

The documentary observation of animals usually goes hand in hand with the attempt to 

 make sense of the animals' behaviour. 

Isn't it hard to understand the secrets of the nature?

We make sense of the observations by interpreting them using human behaviour. 

Are we not splitting off from nature when we assume it of making sense?

Why do we humans always have to find a meaning in everything? 

Because we want to understand?  Because we want knowledge?

But do we thereby discover truths?

Meaningfulness sets reference points in our reality and structures it, it 

constructs a framework for us to hold on to.

  Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon in Einsiedel, Johann, “Goethes Naturfragment”, page 4, Nov. 1St,2019.http://www.johann-18

einsiedel.de/pdf/natur.pdf

 Fröydi Laszlo, Place and World: The Photographs of Bryndís Snaebjörnsdóttir and Mark Wilson as Environmental Photography, in      19

You Must Carry Me Now: The Cultural Lives of Endangered Species, by Bryndís Snaebjörnsdóttir and Mark Wilson (Arizona State 
Museum, 284 Publishing, 2015), page 140-141 
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"Habits are an indispensable condition of man's existence. If he would encounter all the phenomena 

with which he has to deal with in a vital way, without experiences that have become habitual, he would not 

come to any continuity of life, he would not be able to cope with the confrontation with the environment. In 

this respect, habits are an integral part of human freedom. Habits reflect the enduring, enduring in the 

phenomena, which is why we first of all define everything new under familiar conceptions in order to make it 

manageable. And we are most likely to get used to the mass appearances, (...) which recur most frequently and 

are most widespread.”20

The natural contradiction that we humans no longer recognise nature because we have moved to its 

outer edge is the natural opposition of chaos and order. We structure and control knowledge and 

recognition in order to wipe away the other side of the contradiction, to make chaos non-existent. 

With that we also do not notice that we continue to distance ourselves from nature. Nature reveals 

itself in chaos and in the nonsensical. In order to perceive the understanding of every aspect of nature 

and our human nature, we also need an openness to chaos. For nature there is no structure in time 

and space. Her space is everywhere. She does not know time division, there is only the permanent 

alternation, transition, growth, passing and change. 

Wasn't permanent exchange a hint to the magical action of fiction? Fiction as a natural illusion can also 

transport natural contradictions. This is probably best done through combination of immediacy and 

distance.

  Gerhard Branstner, Kunst des Humors-Humor der Kunst (Halle-Leipzig, Mitteldeutscher Verlag, 1980), page 50, “Gewohnheiten sind 20

eine unerläßliche Existenzbedingung des Menschen. Wenn er all den Erscheinungen, mit denen er sich lebensnotwendig 
auseinandersetzen muss, ohne zur Gewohnheit gewordene Erfahrungen begegnen würde, käme er zu keiner Lebenskontinuität, er 
könnte die Auseinandersetzung mit der Umwelt nicht bestehen. Insofern sind die Gewohnheiten ein integrierender Bestandteil der 
menschlichen Freiheit. Gewohnheiten spiegeln das Bleibende, Dauerhafte an den Erscheinungen wider, weshalb wir alles Neue 
zunächst unter gewohnte Vorstellungen fassen, um es bewältigbar zu machen. Und an die massenhaft vorkommenden Erscheinungen, 
(..), die am häufigsten wiederkehren, am weitesten verbreitet sind, gewöhnen wir uns am ehesten.” 
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“The Nature. Fragment” (excerpt)

 by Georg Christoph Tobler (1780)

“Nature! We are surrounded and embraced by her

- unable to step out of her and unable to get deeper into her. 

She creates eternally new forms, what is there, 

has never been before, what was, does not come again - 

everything is new, and yet always the old.

She speaks to us incessantly and does not reveal her secret to us. 

She seems to have put everything on individuality and doesn't care about the individuals. 

It has reserved for itself its own all-encompassing meaning, 

which nobody can notice from it. 

She squirts her creatures out of nothing 

and does not tell them where they come from or where they go. 

They should only run; she knows the track.

Life is her most beautiful invention, and death is her trick to have much life.

She envelops man in dullness and spurs him eternally to the light. 

She makes him dependent on the earth, sluggish and heavy, 

and shakes him up again and again.

She has no language or speech, 

but she creates tongues and hearts through 

which she feels and speaks.

Her crown is love. Only through her can one come close to her. 

She makes gaps between all beings, and everything wants to devour itself. 

She has isolated everything in order to pull everything together. 

She is everything. She is rough and gentle, sweet and terrible, 

powerless and omnipotent.

Everything is always there in her. 

She does not know past and future. Presence is her eternity. 

She is whole, and yet always unfinished. 

She appears to everyone in its own form. 

She is hidden in a thousand names and terms, and is always the same.” 21

 http://www.gah.vs.bw.schule.de/leb1800/natur.htm21

http://www.gah.vs.bw.schule.de/leb1800/natur.htm
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FRAGMENTS Reality consists of so many fragments that sometimes seem tangible or simply disappear. Like 

our dreams. 

We create meaning by arranging these images, telling stories and creating fiction.

The pictures I painted 35 years ago as a child are real. I can take them and hang them on the 

wall. 

But when I interpret the pictures, do they tell something about my reality back then or do I 

fictionalise this reality when I start to talk about it? 

My memories are only in me. They can overlap with my family, with friends. 

But the images in me, they are my own. 

If I want to tell the story about myself then I can only put together fragments that do not make 

sense. Like in a dream. But I am the one to make sense of it. Sense of my story, sense of my 

life. I am the only one able to receive the understanding of myself.

If our memories are part of our reality, then we can call our reality fragmentary. Fiction is 

fragmentary because of its collection of images. Fiction is based on pictorial material, including our 

imagination. For the creation of a world it is necessary to compose images into a generated space and 

time structure. Artistic and aesthetic decisions determine the composition of the fragments for an 

overall picture.  The fragments are joined together to create an expressiveness that creates a world of 

meanings. The individual fragments disappear and merge into a movement that creates linearity and 

continuity, i.e. a seamless connection. The space between the fragments is no longer recognisable, the 

two-dimensional images constantly change their meanings.

Stories and fictions can be like a journey of forgetting. 

In the past, I often wanted to escape my reality.

When I was a little girl, I played in the woods and in the fields, that was before there were 

films in my life. 

Out there I created my own reality that existed far away from the adult world. 

Later I imagined my life was a film and my life was not my reality, I only played a role in 

this film. 

But I knew that this was not reality. 

The individual video sequences that I use in the film-essay “Light, Wind and Memories make a 

Consistence” belong to a collection that I started many years ago. Whenever something interesting 

appears in my field of vision, I make a small video of it, always at that very moment. I take a picture 

with the technology that is currently available to me, i.e. a mobile phone camera or a high-resolution 

camera technology. Everything is determines by the situation. With the shot, I take the picture out of 

its context of time and space. In this film there are documentary fragments from my journey through 

time and space. Primarily these fragments document my feelings which have connected me 
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immediately with the individual moments. In those particular moments I try to capture the impact on 

myself in relation to the reality that surrounds me.

In this essay-film I assembled these documentary fragments. The editing choices were mostly based on 

intuitive decisions. The detachment of the fragments from their space and time gives me the 

opportunity to bring them into new contexts by re-composing their sequence.

Susan Sontag once said, „The fragment seems to be the appropriate art form of our time.“ 22

In 2004 Bruce Nauman installed his sound installation Raw material in the Turbine Hall of the Tate 

Modern. The hall is a transit space. Nauman decided to present a fragmentary work based on text and 

sound that existed already in some other time and space contexts within his life and his work. As 

Nauman described his idea: 

“Instead of inventing new sounds, I wanted to use spoken text I had recorded over the past thirty or 

forty years and make a kind of collage … using these otherwise finished texts as raw material for a whole other 

idea. What I’m doing is saying: ‘Okay forget what the original intention was, just use this stuff as sound that is 

available and arrange it in a way that makes another kind of sense.’“23

The transition of the intuitively connected fragments into a new kind of meaning is the alternation that 

comes with an evident experience and can produce the potential of magical immediacy. The 

fragmentary view can create a multidimensional vision of reality in which it enables a transformation 

from the known to the unknown, a novel view. This new is initially free of meaning, it is, so to speak, 

open to meanings. A space is created between this belonging and the potential of a new context floats 

within it. 

“Fragments […] reflect in themselves the dynamic constitution of modernity as a complex, functionally 

differentiated communication process without a centre.” 24

Then perhaps it is up to us to find a centre in ourselves, a space in us to balance the manifold 

information influences. And isn't nature a space where we can go and open ourselves? That way we 

would be able to regard ourselves as diverse, as complex images with the ability to magically alternate 

the same way that fiction does. The means of art, and thus also of fiction and humour, can contribute 

to the practice of openness and to direct experiencing, which can be integrated in reality into a new 

context of meaning or even knowledge and changes. This process leads us back to integrity within 

ourselves and allows us to make decisions that flow from experience and not from our fear of chaos.  

  Sontag, Susan. “The Rolling Stone Interview”. Sept. 1st, 2019.https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/susan-sontag-the-22

rolling-stone-interview-41717/

  Bruce Nauman. “Raw Material”.Bruce Nauman, “Raw Material”. Nov. 1St,2019. https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/oct/12/123

  Metzler Lexikon Ästhetik: Kunst, Medien, Design und Alltag (Stuttgart: Carl Ernst Poeschel Verlag, 2006), page 117-118,“Das Fragment 24

[…] reflektiert in sich die dynamische Verfassung der Moderne als ein komplexes, funktional differenziertes Kommunikationsgeschehen 
ohne Zentrum”

https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2004/oct/12/1
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/susan-sontag-the-rolling-stone-interview-41717/
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/susan-sontag-the-rolling-stone-interview-41717/
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DREAMS The darkness is the place of nothing.

Darkness creates other, its own unique images. Outlines of the things that we know are there. 

The colours and the shadows disappear. And with the darkness the clarity, the surface 

disappears. There comes a great uncertainty over the real. 

What then emerges is like the nothingness. 

Only the images in our imagination in our dreams can accompany the darkness. 

In the darkness we are thrown back on ourselves, on the images that our body carries through 

our whole life. The fragments of our life that have not yet become reality through light or a 

photograph. 

When we let the images come to us in the dark, we come from another side 

to our reality.

Dreams are our own images that speak about our connections to ourselves and the world. 

Dreams appear fragmentary, chaotic and absurd. They do not let us know what their true meaning is. 

Dreams are objective and subjective at the same time. Me as a subject characterises them as 

subjective. Dreams have the objective character because they are simply there, like nature, their 

existence cannot be clearly explained. Furthermore, this seems to me to be a clear similarity to the 

interplay of objectivity and subjectivity which as shown earlier allows beauty to appear.

In aboriginal religions dreams and intuition fulfil the same function which is to connect and 

communicate with nature and the universe. The origin of the word intuition is derived from the Latin, 

intuito - immediate view. Intuition is therefore also linked to the magical agent of immediacy that 

opens sensations and creates empathy. The appearance of dreams as fragments helps our body to feel 

a natural distance from the events of our dreams. If we were to understand the complete meaning of 

the images and the emotions related to them, we would probably panic because we would recognise 

there is a completely different world within us that also exists in reality. 

The relationship between distance and immediacy is naturally balanced for our dreams and intuition. 

Dream and intuition therefore seem to me to be suitable messengers for our inner centre which 

enables us to find an inner voice in this world of complex, functionally differentiated communication. 

These messages would come to us as subjective-objective fragments that consists information of our 

own relationship to ourselves and the world. Similarly, using humour we can surpass the 

contradictions of this world.

Our dreams and intuition are the part of our body that naturally makes use of visual language. 

However, those images do not create a seamless connection and a linearity like in fiction. The dream 

images remain enigmatic and move us back into the natural space of chaos and senselessness that we 

have increasingly abandoned.
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Let me tell you a dream I once had in which I put together all the fragments and elements that 

constitute one aspect of me. It was like putting together a huge puzzle and it promised me that if I 

could get the pieces right I would have a complete understanding of myself as a being in the world and 

a complete understanding of the world. The whole true would open up in front of my mind. I was 

thrilled and the curiosity motivated me to proceed. I managed, but in the end, the result was just an 

image of a huge, almost monochrome, slightly dark blue surface. What does that mean? 

Let me put this into a context of the German filmmaker Werner Herzog, who said:

„Life in the oceans must be sheer hell. A vast, merciless hell of permanent and immediate danger. So 

much of a hell that during evolution some species - including man - crawled, fled onto some small continents of 

solid land, where the Lessons of Darkness continue.“25

  Herzog, Werner. “Minnesota Declaration”, page 2. Nov. 1St,2019. https://www.wernerherzog.com/docs/doc_text_minnesota.pdf25

https://www.wernerherzog.com/docs/doc_text_minnesota.pdf
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NOTHINGNESS What if "making sense" is not the foundation of nature?

Is then dreaming our last connection to nature?

And when we speak of nothing, do we speak of freedom from meaning and does that 

correspond to the character of nature?

In the moment of freedom from making sense, there is the interface between reality and 

fiction.

A moment of absolute meaninglessness is a moment in which I can really be real.

And isn't that moment a natural intuitive connection with myself in the now?

Nothingness can give us meaning.

In the text of the essay film I propose a parable of darkness and nothingness. We usually dream 

in the night. The complexity of the world is excluded during this time. The sensory perceptions are 

directed only to our inner being. Nothing penetrates into this space and this time of dreaming, no 

reality, no fiction, no meanings, not even the space-time structure itself. It seems as if nature brings us 

back into a space where meanings and relations no longer make sense. Night is a necessary change for 

nature. Perhaps darkness is for us a necessary change from the movements of the day into a silence of 

the movements?

If this happening is a natural procedure, then we can also visit a room that is also free of all the images 

that appear in our dreams. A space of nothingness. Except we should visit it in complete awareness.

„If we do not manage to take this step toward “nothingness” (“absent structure”), we will never 

emancipate ourselves from thoughts and actions that are programmed by technical images.“  , Vilém Flusser.26

To seek out nothingness as an imageless and meaningless space has already been recognised in the 

teachings of Buddhism. In order to be a centre of yourself in the complex communication flows, it is 

essential that we attribute our experiences to the moments and understand our actions in the present 

moment, involving our feelings, thoughts and sensations.

These exercises from moment to moment are like the constant change of meaning that seems so 

magical to us in the fictional movement. Can we then invoke our own magical movements of meaning 

within ourselves?

  Vílem Flusser, “Our images”, page 5, http://www.flusserstudies.net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/files/media/attachments/flusser-26

our-images.pdf

http://www.flusserstudies.net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/files/media/attachments/flusser-our-images.pdf
http://www.flusserstudies.net/sites/www.flusserstudies.net/files/media/attachments/flusser-our-images.pdf
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“Beauty begins with simple perception, but amounts to so much more. Beauty trains us to set aside our 

self, and it offers us a chance to achieve true decentering of the self. This radical decentering gives us pleasure, 

so much so that one who has experienced it is likely to seek it out again. This way, our sense of pleasure 

becomes a talent that can be shaped and developed by individual experience.”  , Guðbjörg R. Jóhannesdóttir.27

By visiting a space of emptiness, we invent a contrast to the presence filled with plenty. A contradiction 

that must exist in order not to lose ourselves in the belief that things cannot be changed. 

If we can sharpen our perception with art to the ambivalence of things, then we will also find a 

distance to the meanings that we have so diligently taken up in the course of our lives. Creating a 

space for ambiguities, for timelessness and meaninglessness is like creating freedom in which we 

practice letting go of our thoughts and feelings in nothingness in order to open ourselves up to the 

immediate encounters with life.

I want to close this thesis with the thoughts of Agnes Martin an artist I appreciate for her courage. She 

had to discover her mind and who she is in order to be truthful towards herself and the world she 

was living in.

“When I think of art I think of beauty. Beauty is the mystery of life. It is not in the eye it is in the mind. 

[…] It is not in the role of an artist to worry about life – to feel responsible for creating a better world. This is 

a very serious distraction. All of your conditioning has been directed toward intellectual living. This is useless in 

art work. All human knowledge is useless in art work. 

Concepts, relationships, categories, classifications, deductions are distractions of mind that we wish to hold free 

for inspiration. 

There are two parts of the mind. The outer mind that records facts and the inner mind that says “yes” and “no”. 

When you think of something that you should do the inner mind says “yes” and you feel elated. We call this 

inspiration. 

For an artist this is the only way. There is no help anywhere. He must listen to his own mind. The way of an 

artist is an entirely different way. It is a way of surrender. He must surrender to his own mind. When you look in 

your mind you find it covered with a lot of rubbishy thoughts. You have to penetrate these and hear what your 

mind is telling you to do. Such work is original work. All other work made from ideas is not inspired and it is 

not art work.” 28

  Jóhannesdóttir, Guðbjörg R. “Thoughts on  Beauty”, page 5. Nov. 1St,2019. https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-27

gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en

  Martin, Agnes. “Beauty is the Mystery of Life”. https://www.artbook.com/blog-excerpt-agnes-martin-beauty-is-the-mystery-of-28

life.html

https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en
https://hadesignmag.is/2015/08/27/thoughts-on-beauty-gudbjorg-r-johannesdottir/?lang=en
https://www.artbook.com/blog-excerpt-agnes-martin-beauty-is-the-mystery-of-life.html
https://www.artbook.com/blog-excerpt-agnes-martin-beauty-is-the-mystery-of-life.html
https://www.artbook.com/blog-excerpt-agnes-martin-beauty-is-the-mystery-of-life.html
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LAST CHAPTER

Space – The Final Frontier

In this last chapter I will discuss my solo exhibition, which I developed after completing the thesis. I will 

first describe the work, then integrate the critical discussion with their perspectives on the work and 

then reflect on how my thesis and the work can be related to each other.

Space - The Final Frontier is a work in space. When you open the door to the exhibition, you literally 

enter the work. A projection lies like a doormat at the edge of the door. The video shows a section of 

the sea as it rolls over the sand on land and immediately retreats again. The projection directly hits an 

object located at this point in the room, a metal drain. The two-dimensional water floats above the 

drain, creating the illusion that the water is running into it. The movement of the water flowing in and 

out is set in a permanent loop and the infinite rhythm is both calming and unusual in this place. 

Once you have passed the entrance, you will encounter three objects raised on a white pedestal. 

Above them floats a small LED light that casts a small red spotlight on the objects. Again they are 

factory made drain covers. You can see the traces of use, rust, dirt, scratched surfaces, even a smell if 

you go closer. All three are different in shape and size. The view from there is directed at a large wall 

image that extends from the floor to the edge of the ceiling. A drawing with three black tube-like 

growths, which end with a funnel shape at the top. 

The room is filled with an undefined noise. The source of this ambient like noise comes from the large 

room with the yellow-red floor tiles, which opens up after passing the front room.

An even larger wall image with similar growth, this time a single one, encloses the room. The wall 

between the pictures is a monochrome coloured surface, which extends the image space in the same 

ochre yellow colour. In front of this wall, in the middle, a headphone at human height floats like a 

sculptural object in this room. The headphones cable disappears into the floor, again a drain. This time 

the lid is made of a red clay and replaces the original, which lies on the pedestal in the front room. In 

the floor you can also find the two other places where the drain caps from the front room were once 

located. These lids are copies in red clay, too. The area around the drain is outlined in a neon yellow. 

From the drain, which is positioned more in the middle, comes the room-filling sound. The sound is 

composed of soundless moments in films. The volume is turned up again and again, so that it has 

become a truly perceptible piece of music. The headphones encourage you to put them on and listen. 

What you hear is me telling about my memories of films I saw as a child and as a teenager and the 

feelings I had connected to them, and you hear me reflecting on how my reality has transformed from 

back then to the present. My narrative is accompanied by excerpts from the original soundtracks.
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Opposite is a white wall, a remnant of the white cube that was installed in this room. The light is 

directed at the white plain and reflects the light into the room in a weakened version. Also there is a 

bench to linger on.

There is an accompanying text in a handout, which gives ideas on how the individual elements can be 

combined. For example, one learns more about the background of the wall paintings, they are 

historical drawings of a microscopic observation of a lancelet and its nerve cells, around 1900. The 

ageing process of the paper results in the ochre-yellowish colour. 29

Let's take a closer look at some subjects of the work and add the perspectives of the critical 

discussion, which have brought some interesting contexts into the work. 

Drain, Memory, Space

Drain – When we use the drain, things get out of sight. It flows into a dark hole.1 The drains in the 

way I use them in this space become a metaphor that tells about the infiltration and remaining of 

memories in our bodies. They were the starting point for this work, and when I first came into the 

space, this element inspired me to situate the subjects. 

When you enter a room, you usually do not pay attention to the drains. Unless, perhaps, you have just 

experienced a flood. The replaced clay drain caps are delicate and fragile, but fulfill the function of 

draining. A little disturbance of the real. The neon yellow area around the drain cover marks a situation 

that signals importance or a problem and increases attention that is normally not there.

Here in the work, the drains tell of a tension between consciousness and subconsciousness. In the 

conscious we let films and fictions flow into us and what happens in the subconscious in the 

underground, in the hidden, within our body, we cannot capture. The subconscious sometimes emerges 

from the dark, out of us and touches the receptors of our senses with a memory perhaps.

Memories – The subject of memory in this work comes in many facets. I speak openly about my 

memories from movies. Very consciously I have chosen the medium of film to talk about memories as 

material. Films have the advantage that they are known to a wide range of people and thus an 

intersubjective moment can arise. I made the choice of films based on my personal intuition within me 

and the search for films that left an emotional impression that can still be felt today. The fact that they 

are American movies plays into the fact that the mainstream of entertainment comes from America 

and this fact helps me to find probable similarities with other people's experiences. 

 Handout in the appendix29
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The metaphor of water here becomes a connection between the streaming and the way we deal with 

the pop culture. Water is the main component of our body and has the quality of memory and also it 

carries the bio-molecular components of life. The pop culture element, if you like, is everywhere, and 

then you identify with it and make it part of your own personal history, and nothing else happens than 

it disappears in the drain with the other junk.

The memory also lies in the image of the wallpaper. The drawn images of the nerve cell of the lancelet 

is a link to an animal that was an ancestor of ours 500 million years ago. The memory appears here in 

the span of evolution, which has stored the memory in our body development. In the wake of 

scientific achievements, we can create an awareness of this. Time becomes a perceptible factor in this 

work, which has taken a journey up to the now, collecting moments and situations from other nows. 

Space - The Final Frontier, is a direct quote from the TV series Star Trek: The Next Generation. The 

fact that space has a frontier is a seeming contradiction. Water, for example, can theoretically flow 

anywhere. It is hard to imagine the universe as limited, rather it expands according to physical 

knowledge.The boundary is rather a metaphor for the limits of our imagination. Placing the theme of 

the unconscious body in the invisible processes of the drainage system opens the way to an 

imaginative view of how events transform in our bodies over time, traumatic events, beautiful events 

and evolutionary, biological events or just the events connected with movies. 

The sound composed from the silent moments in films represents my idea of how memories can be 

transformed into an emptied space and the resulting emptiness produces a reverberation that simply 

helps us to become conscious. 

I reveal a space that is so open that you can't even imagine what is inside. All these small details, the 

science fiction references, the life forms on the wall, open up the whole world. There is so much space, 

inside and outside of us. We don't know how memory works, the underlying, the unknown space.

Gaston Bachelard has examined spaces in their poetic impact. A significant impact is the reverberation 

that can be traced back to an immensity that spreads immeasurably both in the inner depths and in 

the outer vastness.

“The poetic space, as soon as it finds its expression, gets values of expansion. […] In the shifting 

movement of the poetic space experience, which ranges from deep introspection to undefined 

expansion and encompasses both in the same extension, one senses greatness rising.”30

  Gaston Bachelard, Poetik des Raumes (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Wissenschaft, Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 8th edition, 2007), page 30

202, “Der dichterische Raum, sobald er seinen Ausdruck findet, bekommt Werte der Ausdehnung. […] In dem Hin und Her des 
dichterischen Raum-Erlebens, das von tiefer Innerlichkeit bis zu unbestimmterAusdehnung reicht und beide in der gleichen 
Ausweitung umfasst, spürt man Größe aufsteigen.”
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“From then on we are no longer 'thrown into the world' in this meditation, for we are, in a sense, 

opening up the world by going beyond the world known so far.”31

I think I could spend a whole new thesis on the subjects raised by my work. I would like to use the last 

remaining words to relate the work to my thesis “Inside the vivid Space of Contradictions. A Search 

for an open Space in Nature, Fiction and Reality.”

The contradictions to be found in this work could be the following groups of opposites:

Frontier versus Openness

Subconscious versus Conscious

Silence versus Fullness, Streaming or Loudness

I cannot go into every single relationship in more detail here, but what can be said about the 

relationship of these opposites is that they are in a structure that can be understood as complex. 

Perhaps they are conditional in the sense that one cannot be understood or perceived without the 

other. How can we appreciate an open feeling when we never experienced boundaries? How do we 

recognise silence if we do not know the loudness? 

The Poetic and the Beauty arise where complexity is also thought along and through their means, the 

humour, a new idea can be linked to the complexity. This results in an openness that creates vibrancy.

Gaston Bachelard, from the chapter “The inner vastness” of his book “The Poetic Space“:

“In certain hours poetry spreads waves of silence. When silence becomes a fantasy, it rises like a 

protuberance high above existence, as a value that maintains its superiority despite the subaltern breadths of 

being, despite a world of confusion. The immensity has become greater through contemplation. And the 

contemplative attitude is such a great human value that it gives an impression of immensity . […] Poems are 

human realities; […] one must experience them in their poetic immensity.”  32

  Gaston Bachelard, Poetik des Raumes (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Wissenschaft, Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 8th edition, 2007), page 31

187, “Von da ab sind wir in dieser Meditation nicht mehr ‘in die Welt geworfen’, denn wir erschließen gewissermassen die Welt, 
indem wir über die bisher bekannte Welt hinausgehen.”

  Gaston Bacherlard, Poetik des Raumes (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Wissenschaft, Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 8th edition, 2007), page 32

210, “In gewissen Stunden verbreitet die Dichtkunst Wellen von Stille. Wenn die Stille zur Phantasievorstellung wird, steigt sie wie 
eine Proturberanz hoch über das Dasein hinaus, als ein Wert, der seine Überlegenheit behält trotz der subalternen Breiten des Seins, 
trotz einer Welt von Wirrnis. Die Unermesslichkeit ist durch die Kontemplation größer geworden. Und die kontemplative Haltung ist 
ein so großer menschlicher Wert, dass sie einem Eindruck Unermesslichkeit verleiht, […] Gedichte sind menschliche Realitäten;[…]. 
Man muss sie in ihrer dichterischen Unermesslichkeit erleben.”
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As a child I often sat in front of the television and was sunken in the stories of the movies. 
There was no cinema near me, but there were VHS recorders and video stores. 
It fascinated me that I could completely forget my reality and be somewhere else, even if only for short. 
I thought it was a great invention to be able to create realities that tell of other realities as if they were real.
A kind of magic power with which you can escape your own present life. Something that for me only dreaming can do, only that 
in dreaming the pictures follow each other seemingly irrationally and also seemingly senselessly.
Stories and fictions can be like a trip of forgetting. 
In the past, I often wanted to escape my reality.
When I was a little girl, I played in the woods and in the fields, that was before there were films in my life. 
Out there I created my own reality that existed far away from the adult world. 
Later I imagined my life is a film and my life is not my reality, I only play a role in this film. 
But that this was not reality, I knew that. 

Can you follow me?

The pictures I painted 35 years ago as a child are real. I can grab them and hang them on the wall. 
But when I interpret the pictures, do they tell something about my reality back then or do I fictionalize this reality when I start 
to tell about it? 
My memories are only in me. They can overlap with my family, with friends. But the images in me, they are my own. 

If I want to tell the story about myself then I can only put together fragments that do not make sense. Like in a dream. But I am 
the one to make sense of it. Sense of my story, sense of my life. I am the only one able to receive the understanding of myself.

Stories work the best when they make sense, when they give us the feeling of a reality, following an inner logic that can be 
trusted.

Is that the magic power I was so excited about?
With the images of my memories I tell a story.
In films, fiction happens through images that are presented to the eye. 

Let me tell you a true story:
On my way home I pass the paradis twice. First comes the one that is not real. But from there I can already see the real paradis. 
Just a short stone path, than over the street and there it is. Now it´s not far anymore to my home.
Does it makes sence for you? Maybe when you can see what I see.  Will you understand?

Lets make a break.

The landscape of the stone desert in Iceland moves me, it reflects for me the power of life. In this harsh environment it‘s simply 
wonderful to see that life arises, grows and exists there too. Small delicate flowers that cling to stones because the earth under-
neath is so soft. Insects that live in the plants and birds. All resist the wind and the cold. 
It touches me to see so much in all the endless nothingness of the stone desert. 

But what do I see? Do I see nature or do I project my feelings into this landscape?
I make the animals, the flowers, the stones to aspects of myself. I put my feelings of loneliness, melancholy, openness, compas-
sion and sadness into this landscape, which I make into a picture. So to a fiction?
I would rather say that I feel empathic in nature and with nature. 

Following a definition on nature films: A natural history film or wildlife film is a documentary film about animals, plants, or other 
non-human living creatures, usually concentrating on film taken in their natural habitat.

Why can‘t we call a documentary about people a nature film? 
Do we humans no longer have a natural habitat? 
What is our relationship to nature? 

Full Script of „Light, Wind and Memories make a Consistence“



Let me think out loud.

The documentary observation of animals usually goes hand in hand with the attempt to make sense of the animals‘ behaviour. 
Isn´t it hard to understand the secrets of the nature?

We make sense of the observations by interpreting them with human behaviour. 
Are we not splitting off from nature when we assume it of making sense?
Why do we humans always have to find a meaning in everything? 
Because we want to understand?  Because we want knowledge?
But do we thereby discover truths?

Meaningfulness sets reference points in our reality and structures it, it constructs a framework for us to hold on to.

What does it mean to experience myself empathically in nature and with nature? 
Empathy requires self-perception, which in turn requires openness to my own emotions. 
If I am open to nature, am I also open to a freedom of making sense?

Do we need meaning in everything? 
Reality consists of so many fragments that sometimes seem tangible or simply disappear. Like our dreams. 
We create meaning by arranging these images, telling stories and creating fiction.
What if „making sense“ doesn‘t underlie nature?
Is then dreaming our last connection to nature?
And when we speak of nothing, do we speak of freedom from meaning and does that correspond to the character of nature?

Then perhaps a moment of absolute meaninglessness is a moment in which I can really be real.
And isn‘t that moment a natural intuitive connection with myself in the now?
Through our consciousness we transform this real moment into an image, into a story, into a fiction. 

In the moment of freedom from making sense, there is the interface between reality and fiction.

„In the beginning there is always darkness.“

The darkness is the place of nothing.

The light makes us see things. We can go to things and grasp them because we can measure distances with light. The light makes 
the colors and the shadow.
But everything disappears before our eyes in the darkness, even the measurement.
The world appears differently in the darkness. Things become unrecognisable. 
Darkness creates other, own images. Outlines of the things we know that they are there. The colours and the shadows disap-
pear. And with the darkness the clarity, the surface disappears. There comes a great uncertainty over the real. 

What then emerges is like the nothing. 

Only the images in our imagination in our dreams can accompany the darkness. 
In the darkness we are thrown back on ourselves, on the images that our body carries through our whole life. The fragments of 
our life that have not yet become reality through light or a photograph. 

When we let the images come to us in the dark, we come from another side to our reality.

Nothing can give us meaning.
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One feeling I connect with „Star Trek“ is hope. The hope that humanity will come to its senses at some point and use tolerance 
and non-violence to deal with problems.
Now, I see Star Trek in a different way. It was my own hope that I projected back then onto my environment, which consisted 
of physical and psychological violence and isolation. The contradictions in Star Trek I could not and did not want to see at that 
time. The depicted utopian world view of a peaceful living universe is a bit too cloudy and stereotypical. But it made the world 
better for me for a while.

I remember that I could feel with E.T. and the boy Elliot. The connection between the two touched me deeply. I was surprised 
that such a deep emotional relationship is possible in America. The feeling of not being taken seriously and the lack of under-
standing for my feelings by adults is what I associate with this film. The gap for shared understanding still exists today, but it 
is no longer insurmountable. I find the fact that we humans are much more comprehensive and connected by our emotions 
makes a relevant statement.
E.T. is also a film that changed my ideas about the USA. Before I had a strongly negative image of this country. I learned my view 
from a communist and anti-capitalist perspective.

„Back to the future“ gave me the idea that I could change my parents‘ lives and make them happy. A fantastic solution. Another 
glimmer of hope that circumstances can be changed. I learned today that things are out of my hands, that parents are two 
people who have chosen their lives and have certainly given the best they were capable of to provide a good home for their 
children.
But my point of view can be changed, I can learn from the past for the future. My meomories and their feelings can be trans-
formed.

„Neverending Story“ has reconnected me with the lonely reality of a child. The freedom of imagination is an essential need of 
children, it is what makes their integrity. Not that I understood it at that time, but I understood the power of fantasy and fiction. 
Today I understand the film as a parable that things arise from nothing and if we can overcome our fear of nothingness, the 
unknown, the emptiness, we encounter a space of infinite possibilities, against our limited reality. 

I saw „Silence of the Lamb“ in the ‚90s. I was a teenager. My love for women I had already known then. The character of FBI 
Agent Sterling was a character for me that was different. Unremarkable, but special. I wanted to be like her, brave, intelligent, 
strong, intuitive. But I also fell in love with her. 
When I see the film today, I still understand what attracts me to this character. Back then it was a search for my self-love in 
relationship with my mother. The love for my mother is linked to the idea that if she can step out of the role of a woman, which 
society and also my father wrote on to her and onto me, then she is capable of loving me. The film transforms the feelings of 
longing into an attitude that I feel is right when it comes to the self-recognition and self-development of every human being. I 
have to accept that my mother has chosen her life.

The X-Files was an extremely exciting series for me. It offered me a completely new spectrum of ways of thinking. There was 
almost no stereotypical thinking in this series, even the bad guys became an integral part. Of course I found the love tension 
between the two main characters Scully and Mulder very exciting. That I fell in love with the courage and intelligence of Scully 
doesn‘t surprise me anymore. 
The transformed feeling today is an understanding of my self-confidence and my own ability to think differently and even to 
offer an open mind.

Twin Peaks gave me for the first time the feeling of what art can do. The creation of worlds. I was fascinated by the liveliness 
of each individual character. I could immediately believe that these characters were still alive. I was thrilled that intuition and 
dreams are incorporated into real life, something I had never experienced before. These feelings triggered by the memory with 
Twin Peaks will always accompany me positively. Maybe I can use them. I can transform feelings that make me doubt through 
this feeling.

Script of me telling about my memories on movies
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Space - The Final Frontier

When we use the drain, things get out of sight. It f lows into a dark hole. The 
material stays what it is, it‘s just in a different place. There it changes over time 
through a chemical process. What it once was we forget maybe right away. Be-cause 
we have no feelings at tached to it.

When we experience things they sink into our bodies and remain there as me-
mories. Memories linger in the body and in cells in a specif ic way, through 
synaptic connections and other chemical and physical mechanisms.
Our body does not forget because we peer feelings with the events. The impor-tant 
thing is what do we do with the memories? Memory is memory - but the 
emotions around the memory must be transformed.

(The images on the walls show a drawing of a motor nerve f ibres with the end plate of the lance-let. 
Image from page 295 of “Anatomischer Anzeiger“ (1908), Authors:Anatomische Gesellschaft, 
Publisher:Jena, G. Fischer)

The lancelet are f ilter feeders. They f ilter plankton and other small 
organic par ticles from the surrounding seawater. When feeding, lan-celet 
are usually buried in the bot tom, while the front end sticks out with its 
mouth wide open, like a drain. Water is whirled into the mouth 
opening, larger par ticles are prevented from entering the mouth 
opening. The food water stream enters the gut. A f ilm of phlegm is 
created, which is transported v ia the gill region to an opposite chan-nel. 
The food water f low is f iltered through this f ine slime f ilm. In the 
process, the water passes through the slime f ilm into a hollow space 
from which it is excreted. The food par ticles, on the other hand, 
remain in the phlegm and are transported with it to the canal. There 
the slimy f ilm is rolled into a sausage and transported into the adjoining 
intestine. 1

 1 source wikipedia

A drawing I found, because I was looking for an abstract representation for a 
drainage system, shows a tube-like nerve cell of a small animal that f ilters the water. 
The drawings are from 1908 and the colour of the paper has obviously changed 
through time and light. A photochemical reaction has transformed the lignin inside 
the paper and made it turn yellow.

The last common ancestors of lancelet and humans lived about 550 million years 
ago. If you like, this lit t le animal represents a phase of life of our here and now. 
Time has tranformed the information of that lit t le animal into other animal bodies.

Movies have the potential to create memories. They have a direct effect on our 
emotions. We tend to connect them with our own perspective on life.
When I was a girl, I loved watching movies. I used them to escape my own 
realit y. The f ilms are lasting memories in me. When I watch them again, the 
images, the story and all the sensual at tractions have not changed, but I have. I 
think about how my emotional connections to the memories have been trans-
formed over time and with a different light on them. 

“Today I understand the f ilm as a parable that things arise from nothing and 
if we can overcome our fear of nothingness, the unknown, the emptiness, we 
encounter a space of inf inite possibilities, against our limited realit y.”
( Transformation - thoughts about my personal memories of the movie The Neverending Story.)

Space - The Final Frontier, is a quote from the intro of the tv-serie Star Trek: The 
Next Generation, originally aired 1987 to 1994. 

I collected silent moments from f ilms t hat remain memories in me. I com-

posed t hese pieces into a lingering ambience. I imagine t hat t his is t he 

sound of memories lingering in my body. 

 Sabine A. Fischer   ( born 1979, Frankfurt (Oder), East-Germany ) 

I use several types of elements as narrative moments to create a context that has the potential to be a new 

kind of meaning. I let myself be inspired by situations, questions, spaces, literature, philosophy and nature. I am 

interested in the contradictions that man elevates to representations, but which are simply the foundation of 

nature.

B.A. in Modern History/Journalism, University of Karlsruhe, Diploma in Fine Art, Acadamy of Fine Arts Leipzig, 

Postgraduate study, title „Meisterschülerin“ in Fine Arts, Department of Media Art, Academy of Fine Arts 

Leipzig, Germany

This exhibition is part of a series of MA solo exhibitions by graduating students at 
the fine art department of the Iceland University of the Arts in the spring of 2020.
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